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Two days in the life of a freelance journalist
• Wednesday: write column for a serious news weekly
• Thursday: go to its office to stand in for the column’s editor, who is away

on holiday
• Open email
• Editorial self asks: “who wrote this thing?”
• Rewrite completely. Check alleged facts.
• Send to sub-editors, who re-check, re-rewrite and simplify until false.
• Send the result to authorial self, who corrects simplification.
• Send to page sub-editor, who re-re-checks…
• And all this was for a humorous column.
• The significance of this tale will, I hope, be clear shortly…
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Can we take it as read that journalism matters?
• The standard theory of democracy is that it depends on citizens

having access to accurate reporting.
• Otherwise, how can they vote rationally?
• As other speakers will enumerate, print media are in deep trouble.
• Text is essential for in-depth coverage: a 30-minute news broadcast is

less than 3000 words…
• My understanding of the fundamental economic problem is that print

media have been hurt in particular by those internet corporations
that eke out a fortune selling advertising alongside other people’s
creative work…
• And two of them operate, in much of the world, a duopoly.
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Newspapers are not perfect…
• Journalists’ organisations have continuously drawn attention to the

problem of concentration of ownership of the print media.
• We are perhaps more aware than anyone of the problems with

reporting.
• The financial crunch is of course deployed as a reason to reduce

numbers of journalists and increase workload…
• …and to enforce the owners’ political agendas on newsrooms.
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An interesting correlation…

Approximately, a negative correlation between effective Authors’ Rights and trust.
Source: DG Communication Public Opinion November 2016
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The rise of anti-social media
• Some held out a promise that the internet era would usher in a

golden era of democracy. Disintermediated, direct communication…
• This has proved hollow.
• A vast exchange of prejudices and lies through anti-social media is

not, I suggest, true or useful “free expression”
• Some held out a promise that opening up creative works

for all to use without remuneration would offer some kind of
golden era of free information.
• The risk is that free information ends up being worth every penny.
• Post a Wikipedia page on “anti-social media”, and in minutes

someone will annotate it saying “references required”…
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An epistemological crisis
• The question “what do we mean, when we say ‘we know’?” has

become urgent.
• Truth-telling, it was said, is an absolute duty. To some users of

anti-social media, there is no distinction between “I don’t like it mom”
and “is false”.
• Journalism is only a first approximation of a first draft of history.
• But at least ethical journalism makes a conscious effort at truth.
• The editing process I described at the beginning at least ensures a

“consistentist” approach to propagating what we think we know.
• The initiative of the individual originating journalist is still the key!
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Passing pain down to the workers, and resisting
• As I mentioned, print media managements have sought to have

journalists, above all, bear the cost of their financial troubles.
• In the UK local newspaper journalists can no longer monitor local

democracy or the courts.
• The imposition of unfair contracts began with management panic

over the internet, starting in 1995 with the computer magazine
publisher VNU demanding that writers sign over all rights in universes
yet to be invented...
• Ethical reporting depends on journalists having the economic security

that enables them to stand up to power (including that of newspaper
and broadcasting owners when necessary).
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So what, then, is to be done?
• If I had a complete answer, I’d be richer than Google.
• The Commission’s draft of a Directive famously calls for a

“neighbouring right” for newspaper publishers.
• The problem is not that this “breaks the internet” or forbids links.
• The problem is that in Germany it has failed, in the face of a near-

monopoly… Google executives have, unusually, appeared in person
and acknowledged this.
• Spanish lawmakers, as I understand it, tried a workaround – and

failed because Google simply withdrew news.google.es
• I am trying to understand the law passed in France granting a right to

remuneration for reproductions in image search – and the response.
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A category error, to be fixed
• Think back to 1999 and the final debate over the E-commerce Directive,

and the lobbying by, er, Nokia and AoL…
• An explanation of a key argument was put – not least by me – that

we do not want the person who delivers the post to be liable in law for
the contents of the envelope. Hence the provisions equivalent to
the US “safe harbour”.
• But the likes of me should have been more wary of interpretations of the

law. As Heiko Maas (and others) have proposed: Facebook and Google are
publishers – or strictly should be treated separately for their publishing and
“mere conduit” functions.
• A level playing field for those who make money from publishing would be a

good start.
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We do need more ideas
• The model of support for local press in Sweden is interesting.
• But how would it work for people who have the misfortune not to live

in the best of all possible Swedens?
• I come back to the default position of a level playing field:
• For journalists with respect to newspaper owners; and
• for newspaper owners with respect to online intermediaries.
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